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Building Tools in the Anti-Oppression Cycle to Promote Diversity,
Improve the Learning Climate
and Create Equitable Institutional Policies

Date

Time

Wednesday 12:00-1:00
9/15/21
PM

Thursday
9/16/21

3:00-4:30
PM

Friday
9/17/21

12:00-1:00
PM

Event
Grounding DEI in
Day-to-Day
Activities, From
Theory to Practice
Understanding
Microaggressions
and Implicit Bias
Workshop
Education Grand
Rounds: “How
Structural
Competency
Makes a
Difference”

Step in the Cycle
Individual

Interpersonal

Institutional

Key Tool
Self-Awareness

Key Outcome
Temper Implicit Bias

Recognizing and Improve the Learning Climate
Interrupting
Microaggressions
Examining
Structures and
Policies

ATS website
https://medicine.ouhsc.edu/Faculty-Staff/Academy-of-Teaching-Scholars/Education-Week-2021

Increase Diversity and Create
Equitable Institutional
Policies

“An anti-oppressive teacher is not something that
someone is. Rather, it is something that someone is
always becoming.”

Kumashiro K, Against Common Sense, 2015.

AGENDA

TIME

ACTIVITY

12:00 – 12:05 pm

Introductions

12:05 – 12:10 pm

Land Acknowledgement

12:10 – 12:15 pm

Overview of Lectures and Objectives

12:15 – 12:20 pm

Social Identities

12:20 – 12:25 pm

Defining DEI

12:25 – 12:40 pm

Self-Awareness Activity

12:40 – 12:45 pm

Implicit Bias Activity and Definition

12:45 – 12:55 pm

Strategies to Mitigate Implicit Bias

12:55 – 1:00 pm

Questions
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OBJECTIVES:
Session #1 Self-Awareness/Individual

• Review foundational concepts of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

• Understand why self-awareness is important to DEI work
• Recognize we all have implicit bias
• List 5 strategies to mitigate implicit bias
Session #2 Microaggressions Workshop/Interpersonal
•
•
•
•

Recognize microaggressions
Define the difference between an ally and an upstander
Practice responding to microaggressions as an upstander and an ally
Develop skills for creating an inclusive learning environment

Session #3 Structural Competency/Institutional

• Review why increasing diversity is important in healthcare
• Examine how implicit bias impacts diversity
• Describe ways UCSF has changed policies to create a more equitable learning environment
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In the chat
list social
identities
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WHAT DO WE MEAN?

equity

Fair treatment, access, opportunity, and
advancement of all individuals
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EQUITY VS EQUALITY
Equality is treating everyone the
same
Equity is giving everyone what
they need to be successful
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Small Group Activity
• Choose a group spokesperson
• 1 minute each:
• Choose some social identity categories
and describe how you self-identify
within that social category
• Everyone take a turn
• 1 minute each:
• Of the social identities you shared
with the group:
• which one do you think about the
most?
• Which one do you think about
the least?

Guiding Principles for Small Groups
• Take care of yourself, it’s okay if you need to take
a time out
• Give everyone the opportunity to share equally
• Model vulnerability
• Lead with empathy and humility
• Listen to understand, not to agree
• The stories stay and the lessons leave

Implicit

Bias

• An automatic
response
• A shortcut to
interact with the
world

• Informed by our
lived experiences
• We ALL have it
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Performance & Confirmation Bias
“Thomas Meyer” – NYU law student submitting memorandum containing 22
major and minor errors to law firms who were told he was either white or black
“White” Meyer

“African American” Meyer

“generally good writer but
needs to work on…”

“needs a lot of work”

“can’t believe he went to NYU”
“has potential”

“average at best”
“good analytical skills”
Written in Black & White Exploring Confirmation Bias in
Racialized Perceptions of Writing Skills. AN Reeves
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Types of Implicit Bias
Confirmation Bias
• Interpret a person’s behavior in a way
that confirms our positive or negative
unconscious bias about their group
Performance Bias
• Individuals in dominant groups are
judged by expected potential while
individuals in less dominant groups are
judged by actual accomplishments
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Strategies that work

Conceptualize implicit bias as a “habit of mind”

Intentional behavioral
change

-increase self awareness
-increase self-efficacy to
engage in a new desirable
behavior

5 STRATEGIES to Reduce the Influence of

Implicit Bias

Carnes M, Devine PG, Baier Manw ell L, et al. The effect of an intervention to
break the gender bias habit for faculty at one institution: a cluster randomized,
controlled trial. Acad Med. 2015;90(2):221-230.
doi:10.1097/ACM.0000000000000552

Stereotype
Examples…

Women are less interested Top candidates come
in leadership
from ivy league
opportunities
schools

Strategy Type

Steps to Take

Stereotype Replacement

Recognize when you have stereotypic
thoughts and stereotypic portrayals in
society
Label the characterization as
stereotypical

Society portrays men as leaders and
women as homemakers and
caregivers
Women not being interested in
leadership roles is a stereotype

Challenge the fairness of the portrayal
and replace it with a non-stereotypic
response
Regulate your response by imagining in
detail a counter-stereotype

I’ve seen women who are world
leaders, leaders of large companies,
deans of medical schools
I know many men including my
spouse who are not interested in
leadership positions

Counter-Stereoptypic
Imaging

Individuating vs
Generalization

Avoid making a snap decision based on I will consider which women I know
a stereotype
who could be great for this position
but have not applied, Dr. Smith
comes to mind

Do the best students come
from ivy league schools?
It’s a stereotype that the best
students attended top tier
schools
I know many outstanding
students who attended HBCU’s
and state schools
I’ve seen students who did
attend ivy league schools and
did not succeed in our program
I will review individual
characteristics without knowing
which school a student
attended as I decide who to
invite to be interviewed

Carnes M, Devine PG, Baier Manw ell L, et al. The effect of an intervention to break the gender bias habit for faculty at one institution: a cluster randomized, controlled trial. Acad Med. 2015;90(2):221-230. doi:10.1097/ACM.0000000000000552

Stereotype
Examples…

Women are less interested Top candidates come
in leadership
from ivy league
opportunities
schools

Strategy Type

Steps to Take

Perspective-Taking

Adopt the perspective (in the first Imagine what it would be like
person) of a member of the
to…
stigmatized group
Have your abilities called into
question

Increase Opportunities
for Contact

Seek opportunities for greater
interaction with people in
different social circles and social
identities from yourself

Imagine what it would be
like to…
Have your abilities called
into question

Be viewed as less committed to Be viewed as less deserving
your career than colleagues with because you attended a
similar training and effort
school your less familiar
with
Not be offered opportunities
because of assumptions about
Not offered opportunities
family responsibilities
because of assumptions
about your schooling
I will meet with and get to know I will consider who (what
more women leaders
social identities) is not in
the room or represented

Carnes M, Devine PG, Baier Manw ell L, et al. The effect of an intervention to break the gender bias habit for faculty at one institution: a cluster randomized, controlled trial. Acad Med. 2015;90(2):221-230. doi:10.1097/ACM.0000000000000552

Personally reflect on your own
unconscious “ideal” when evaluating
learners

Implicit Bias
Mitigation
Strategies

What identity/background/attributes
are we holding learners to, is it
equitable/desirable/appropriate?
Mindfulness is key: Take 10 seconds
to land in the teaching moment &
remember your intentions

Key Points
1. Grounding ourselves in DEI work
starts with acknowledging and
respecting our past and how we
got here
2. Our social identities impact how we
see ourselves and others
3. Privilege or lack of privilege is
impacted by our social identities

4. Mitigating implicit bias requires
self-awareness and intentional
change through “habit of mind”
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